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CHAPTER XXI|.—Continued. 
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CHAPTER XXII, 

A Virginian Runnymede. 
“June in Virginia is something to 

remember.” Today the master 

Damory Court deemed this a true say 
ing. For the alr was like wine, and 
the drifting white wings of clov®, piled 
abovz the amethystine ramparts of the 
far Blue Ridge, looked down upon a 
violet world bound in green and silver, 

In his bedroom Vallant stood look- 
ing into the depths »f an ancient ward | 
robe. Presently he took from a hook 
a suit of white flannel in which he ar- 
rayed himself. Over his soft shirt he 
knotted a pale gray scarf. The modish 
white suit and the rolling Panama 
threw out in fine contrast the keen 
sun-tanned face and dark brown aves. 
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the hall below he looked about | 

with satisfaction. For the last 

three days he had labored tirelessly to | 

fit the place for the evening's event 

The parlor now showed walls rimmed | 
with straight-back chairs and the] 

rand plano-—long ago put in order— 
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for the artistic, which had | 
made him a last resort in the vexing | 
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Chalmers just as the band struck up 
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strangers whom the doctor had ob 

served an hour before as they whirled | 
by the Merryweather Mason house be. | 
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might have passed in any gathering 
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today her tall willowy figure in its 
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garnished with bronze and gold this 

tien, setting in relief her {ivory 
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  Betty Page. 
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been chosen long before John Vallant's 
coming. If a saddle, however, was 
perforce to be vacant, what more ap 
propriate than that he should fill it? 
The thought had come to her instantly, 
bred of an underlying regret, which 
she hhd all along cherished, that he 
was not to take part. But beneath this 
was a deeper passionate wish that she 
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CHAPTER XXII 

The Knight of the Crimson Rose. 
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DANCED IN SURINAM JUNGLE 

Explorer Telis Part He Took in Fes 

tivities With the Daughter of 

Native Chief. 

In Harper's Magazine Charles W 
Furlong told of attending a dance of | 

the native tribes in Surinam, South 

Africa, and dancing with 

ter of a chief 

“The commandant and Mr 

were with me opposite the drummers, 
where a Djoeka presented his daugh- 

ter, a superb black creature, 

two other girls, advanced into the 
ring, with coy step and posture, to 
ward three men, with whom they 

danced in pairs; the girls, with a shy 

lilt of the head and constant mov. 

ing of hands, passed and repassed, 
turning closely about their partners, 
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and was gone. A loud murmur rose 
Smit nudged my arm. ‘She likes you 
You have got to dance,” he whispered. 
Every explorer knows it is sometimos 
as unwise to accept such a challenge 
as it 1s sometimes indiscreet to re 
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Case of Commotian. 

Did you ever have a forceful female 

presiding in your kitchen who kept 

gonstantly in a turmoil for fear 
she might bring the house down about | 

your ears”? 

Rose Ssahl tells a story such 

treasure belonging to a family 

lived in California 

One afternoon the town exper lenced | 

a slight shock of earthquake 

“Pictures were thrown down, crock. 

and furniture rattled about. In | 
the midet of the tumuit the mistress | 

to the head of the stairs and | 
called out in a resigned tone: i 

“Lizzie, what are you doing now?" 

- Youth's Magazine. 
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Heavy Smoker, 

Unique among the devotees of "My 
Lady Nicotine” is a Dutch sailor 
named Berkin, whose boast it is that 
for the last 65 years his pipe has con- 

sumed a pound of tobacco weekly. It 
requires no skill in arithmetic to dis 
cover that the "Dutch chimney,” as he 
is proud to known, has dissipated 
in smoke more than 30 hundredweight 
of tobacco, which Is exactly 24 times   his own weight! 
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